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Abstract

platform should be trusted. Thus, remote attestation plays an
important role in building trust and improving trustworthiness in distributed computing environments. For example,
if an integrity violation is detected, the violating component
can be distrusted by others in the system. Furthermore, the
computer running this component can be excluded from the
system to prevent possible error propagation, or to facilitate
forensic investigation if it is believed compromised.
Current remote attestation techniques provide integrity
evidence of an attester to a remote challenger by hashing
static memory regions, sometimes combined with language
specific properties or program input/output [11,12,20,23,24,
26, 29, 30, 32]. However, all existing attestation approaches
focus on the static properties of the computer system by providing hash values of static objects as the integrity evidence
to the challenger. Although this static attestation provides
a straightforward way to attest to the integrity of static objects, it does not apply to dynamic objects in the system.
(Hashing dynamic objects is not effective because their contents may change frequently.) In the presence of various
runtime threats that may modify the dynamic objects (e.g.,
buffer overflow attacks), the remote challenger still cannot
gain high confidence in a system even if it is statically attested.

Remote attestation of system integrity is an essential part
of trusted computing. However, current remote attestation
techniques only provide integrity proofs of static properties
of the system. To address this problem we present a novel
remote dynamic attestation system named ReDAS (Remote
Dynamic Attestation System) that provides integrity evidence
for dynamic system properties. Such dynamic system properties represent the runtime behavior of the attested system, and enable an attester to prove its runtime integrity
to a remote party. ReDAS currently provides two types of
dynamic system properties for running applications: structural integrity and global data integrity. In this work, we
present the challenges of remote dynamic attestation, provide an in-depth security analysis and introduce a first step
towards providing a complete runtime dynamic attestation
framework. Our prototype implementation and evaluation
with real-world applications show that we can improve on
current static attestation techniques with an average performance overhead of 8%.
Keywords: Remote attestation, dynamic attestation, runtime
integrity, system security, trusted computing.

In order to address this problem, we introduce the notion
of dynamic attestation. Dynamic attestation provides the integrity evidence for the dynamic properties of a running system. The dynamic system properties are properties that dynamic objects must satisfy during their lifetime. For example, even though a stack is dynamically changing, a saved
frame pointer in the stack must point to the caller’s stack
frame, and thus the saved frame pointers in the same stack
must be linked together. In other words, dynamic system
properties represent the valid runtime behavior of the attested
system. Dynamic attestation can use such dynamic properties to verify the runtime integrity of the system, and provide
integrity evidence to improve the confidence in system integrity.

1 Introduction
The goal of remote attestation is to enable a computer to
prove the integrity of the platform to a remote party. The
integrity information allows the remote party to verify the
configuration and current state of the platform (e.g., hardware and software stack), and decide whether the attested
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There are unique challenges in developing a dynamic attestation system. First, due to the diversity in dynamic objects and their properties, it is non-trivial to identify and derive the “known” good states of the dynamic objects. The
problem is exacerbated by the fact that such objects are often transient in nature. In contrast, in static attestation, the
known good state can be measured by the cryptographic
checksum of static objects. Second, dynamic attestation
needs to access a potentially large number of dynamic objects and measure their integrity repeatedly. This requires
a versatile and efficient measurement mechanism. This differs considerably from the one-time check of static attestation techniques and demands a highly efficient attestation
system. Finally, dynamic attestation measures objects that
the adversary may have already modified. Thus, the attester
must protect itself against potential indirect attacks from the
adversary as well.
In this paper, we present a novel dynamic attestation system named ReDAS (Remote Dynamic Attestation System)
to address the above challenges. We propose to perform
application-level dynamic attestation by attesting to the dynamic properties of running applications. ReDAS monitors
running applications and secures any integrity violation evidence using hardware support. As an initial attempt in our
research, ReDAS provides the integrity evidence for two dynamic properties: structural integrity and global data integrity of running applications. These properties are automatically extracted from each application. They represent a program’s unique runtime characteristics that must
be satisfied during its execution. Thus, attacks modifying
dynamic objects related to such properties (e.g., corrupting
saved frame pointers) will lead to integrity (violation) evidence, which ReDAS will capture and report during attestation.
In order to prevent an attacker from modifying the integrity evidence, we use the hardware support provided by
Trusted Platform Module (TPM) [3]. ReDAS runs in the
OS kernel. When it sees an attack interfacing with the OS
kernel, it immediately seals the integrity evidence into the
TPM, before the attack has any chance to compromise the
kernel and the evidence itself. Thus, even if an attacker can
compromise the system, he/she cannot modify the integrity
evidence without being detected by the remote challenger.
We have implemented ReDAS as a prototype system on
Linux, and performed experimental evaluation of ReDAS using real-world applications. The experimental results show
that ReDAS is effective in capturing runtime integrity violations. We observe zero false alarms in our test cases and an
average performance overhead of only 8%.
The contributions of this paper are as follows. First, we
raise the need for dynamic attestation and propose a framework for application-level dynamic attestation. To the best
of our knowledge, our approach is the first attempt to pro-

vide remote attestation to dynamic system properties. Second, we identify two types of dynamic properties that can
be practically used , and describe how they can be generated and applied towards attestation. Third, we show how
the measurement can be done in a manner that is both effective and efficient. Fourth, we propose techniques to protect
the attestation system itself from corruption, employing the
TPM hardware to protect the integrity evidence. Fifth, we
perform a detailed security analysis of ReDAS. Finally, we
implement ReDAS on Linux and perform a substantial set of
experiments to evaluate the proposed techniques.
Note that this paper serves as an initial attempt for providing complete system integrity evidence through dynamic
attestation, but it does not yet provide a complete solution
for dynamic attestation. Several open questions remain to be
addressed, such as the identification of all dynamic system
properties for remote attestation and the inclusion of the kernel in dynamic attestation. Nevertheless, the results in this
paper have already advanced the state of the art of attestation
(beyond static attestation), and can be used as a foundation
for additional research.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the proposed dynamic attestation techniques.
Section 3 describes the prototype implementation of the proposed dynamic attestation system. Section 4 presents the experimental evaluation of our approach using the prototype
system. Section 5 discusses related work. Section 6 concludes the paper and proposes some future research directions.

2

ReDAS: A Remote Dynamic Attestation
System

The ultimate goal of dynamic attestation is to provide
complete system integrity evidence. In this paper, we focus
on application-level dynamic attestation as part of this effort.
Specifically, we develop an application-level dynamic attestation system named ReDAS (Remote Dynamic Attestation
System). As an initial attempt in our research, ReDAS currently provides two dynamic properties: structural integrity
and global data integrity of running applications. In this section, we present our assumptions and threat model, describe
the ReDAS architecture for measuring dynamic properties in
user applications, and discuss some of our design choices.

2.1

Assumptions and Threat Model

At the hardware level, we assume that the attester’s computer is equipped with a TPM chip and its BIOS supports
Core Root of Trust Measurement (CRTM). The CRTM measures the computer’s hardware configurations (e.g., ROMs,
peripherals) and provides the root of trust for ReDAS. We
assume that the attester’s Operating System (OS) kernel is
trusted at boot time. This can be ensured by using existing
trusted boot techniques [19]. However, the OS kernel may
2

still be compromised at run time due to potential vulnerabilities that can be exploited remotely 1 . Furthermore, each application binary is measured before it is loaded into memory
for execution. This can be done by using static attestation
techniques [26]. As a result, any malicious changes in the
application’s binary before load time will be visible to the
remote challenger during attestation. We assume that the application’s source code is available. Source code access is required to collect dynamic properties of applications. Finally,
we assume that the attester and the challenger can establish
an authenticated communication channel using the cryptographic support provided by TPM [13].
In our threat model, an adversary is capable of launching
remote attacks against the attester, but does not have physical
access to the attester’s computer. In other words, the attacker
cannot launch hardware attacks (e.g., resetting the platform
configuration registers (PCRs) in the TPM without rebooting
the computer [34]). Even though the adversary can gain full
control (e.g., root) over the attester’s system by exploiting
application level vulnerabilities, we assume that ReDAS detects such attacks before the kernel is compromised and takes
the necessary actions (e.g., extend the integrity evidence into
a PCR in the TPM).

2.2

and their properties. As an initial effort, we identify two
types of dynamic properties that can be practically used in
dynamic attestation: structural integrity and global data integrity. Although other simple dynamic properties (e.g, the
canary word in stack [9]) can be integrated into ReDAS easily, the challenge is to find a complete set of dynamic properties that can be used to precisely measure the system integrity
and can also be verified efficiently at runtime. This paper explores the feasibility of a dynamic attestation system that is
both effective (can detect dynamic attacks) and efficient (low
performance impact). Even though ReDAS does not guarantee to examine the complete set of dynamic properties, our
results (see Section 4) demonstrate that it is able to detect
the runtime attacks in our test cases with zero false positives
and minimal performance overhead. We will investigate the
feasibility of finding the complete set of dynamic properties
in our future work.
2.3.1 Structural Integrity
It is observed in [16] that even though memory objects in
the writable sections of a running application are dynamically modified, they still follow certain patterns, particularly
when the application binary is generated by a modern compiler such as GCC. For example, the return address of a function in the (dynamic) stack must point to the instruction following the call instruction. As another example, memory
chunks allocated in the heap must be linked together if they
are allocated via malloc family functions. Such patterns
are referred to as structural constraints [16]. We say that
an application (execution) has structural integrity if all its
structural constraints are satisfied at runtime. The full list of
structural constraints used in ReDAS can be found in [16].
Structural constraints are obtained by static analysis of the
program binary based on the knowledge of how the program
binary is generated. They do not produce false alarms, and
thus can be safely used in integrity measurement.
In order to collect structural constraints from each application, the dynamic property collector analyzes the application’s binary code, and extracts the set of structural constraints of the application. The exact techniques for extracting structural constraints are presented in [16]; we do not
repeat them here.

ReDAS Overview

As discussed earlier, we propose to use dynamic system
properties for dynamic attestation. In the attestation process, the remote challenger is expected to send an attestation request to the dynamic attestation service running on
the attester’s system. The dynamic attestation service then
provides the integrity evidence of the attester’s system to respond to the challenger.
In order to provide dynamic attestation and the required
integrity evidence, we propose to have three components in
ReDAS: 1) dynamic property collector, 2) integrity measurement component, and 3) attestation service. Figure 1 illustrates the ReDAS architecture.
The dynamic property collector is an off-line component
that collects dynamic properties from the target applications’
source code and binary. The integrity measurement component and the attestation service form the ReDAS runtime
system (shown in the dashed box in Figure 1). The runtime system takes the dynamic properties extracted by the
dynamic property collector, and runs on the attester to perform integrity measurement and provide dynamic attestation
service.

2.3

2.3.2 Global Data Integrity
Global variables are another type of dynamic objects in a
running application. Although their values may change,
there are properties they must satisfy during program execution. Such properties are called data invariants [10]. Data invariants are either values of data variables or relations among
them that must be satisfied at certain program points. For example, the constant invariant is an actual numeric value that
the variable should hold. As another example, the equality
invariant means that two data variables must have the same
value at that program point. An application (execution) has

Dynamic System Properties

Dynamic system properties are the properties that dynamic objects in the system must satisfy during their lifetime. Finding a complete set of dynamic system properties
is a non-trivial task due to the diversity in dynamic objects
1 We plan to investigate how to attest to the runtime kernel’s integrity in
future work; it is out of the scope of this paper.
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Figure 1. ReDAS architecture
global data integrity if all its data invariants involving global
variables are satisfied. The full list of data invariants can be
found in [10].
Daikon [10] was developed to collect data invariants
through a training phase, where it runs the program multiple
times to generate data traces from which the data invariants
are extracted. However, we cannot use Daikon’s data invariants directly for several reasons. First and foremost, Daikon
produces data invariants at function entries and exits. We
modify Daikon to produce invariants at system call times,
the details of which are presented in section 3.1. Second,
Daikon’s data invariants produce false alarms which cannot
be tolerated in an attestation server. One reason for these
false positives is due to the difficulty of defining or verifying
some types of data invariants and the second is due to inadequate training [35]. The rest of this section describes our
efforts towards eliminating these false positives.
Choosing the Right Invariants. Daikon produces data
invariants for all types of variables; however, we use data invariants of only global variables. While structural constraints
provide a means for protecting the stack and heap metadata,
the global data invariants provide protection for the data segment of an application’s virtual address space. We further reduce the number of invariants by selectively choosing those
which have been shown to work successfully without many
false positives. For example, we removed string invariants as
they produce many false positives despite previous attempts
at eliminating these false positives [14].
Ensuring the Quality of Daikon Training Phase. In
general, good quality training is the result of using a good
set of training data. In order to develop a good set of training data for each program, we first identify various uses of
the program along with different options and configurations
that the program provides. We then generate a set of training
scenarios that triggers various program uses and more importantly, ensures the full coverage of the program’s source
code 2 . To check whether the set of training scenarios covers the complete source code of the program, we use a test
coverage tool named Gcov [2]. Gcov allows us to inspect

how much of the program is executed by the input. We revise the training scenarios based on Gcov’s result until they
completely cover the program’s source code. Each training
scenario can be further configured with different parameters.
After we obtain a set of training scenarios, we change these
parameters to generate various training inputs for each scenario. For example, we created 70 different training scenarios for the ghttpd web server. After further configuring the
training parameters, we obtained 13,000 training sessions.

2.4

Measuring Dynamic System Properties

The integrity measurement component monitors applications at runtime and checks their integrity according to the
system properties collected by the dynamic property collector. We propose to include the integrity measurement component in the OS kernel as a loadable kernel module. This
allows the integrity measurement component to examine the
dynamic objects in various applications. More importantly, it
provides isolation between the integrity measurement component and the target applications.
Measurement Points. A critical decision is when to measure the dynamic system properties. In general, fine-grained
verification may capture more integrity violations, but also
introduces higher performance overhead. On the other hand,
coarse-grained verification may miss some integrity violations. There is clearly a trade-off between the quality of integrity measurement and the performance overhead.
We monitor applications at every system call. There are
several good reasons for this. First, as we have mentioned
earlier, this is the minimum granularity that we require to
guarantee that the integrity evidence can be protected via
hardware support (e.g., extended into a PCR) before it is corrupted. Second, system calls are the means by which an application interacts with the OS kernel, and are also the entry
points for many attacks which compromise the underlying
system. Finally, it provides a good balance between effectiveness and performance.
Integrity measurement at system call times allows us to
verify data invariants and the stack structural constraints.
However, they are unsuitable to verify the heap structural
constraints, since the structure of the heap is only modified
when a memory block is added or deleted in the heap. We

2 Note that we aim for full coverage of the source code, rather than full
coverage of all execution paths. The latter is equivalent to solving the halting
problem.
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1. A
: generate random nonce
A → B : dynamic attestation request, nonce

propose to use malloc family function call times to check
the heap structural constraints. In addition, the dynamic objects in the constructor and destructor sections are only used
when the main function starts and after it finishes. Thus,
we only need to verify them before the main function enters/exits.

2.5

2. B → A : Integrity evidence, SignAIK_B{nonce, PCR 8}
3. A

A: Challenger

Protection of Integrity Evidence

B: Attester (runs ReDAS)

Figure 2. Dynamic attestation protocol

As long as an attester is online to provide network-based
services to others, it is subject to remote attacks, which may
exploit (both known and unknown) vulnerabilities to compromise the system. A determined attacker may be able to
compromise the runtime kernel. Even if ReDAS can detect
the integrity violation caused by the attacker, after compromising the kernel, the attacker may attempt to modify the integrity evidence maintained by ReDAS, which is also stored
in the kernel. We investigate how to protect the integrity evidence so that even if an attack is successful, the attacker still
cannot erase its mark from the integrity evidence without being detected.
To achieve this goal, we propose to take advantage of
the hardware support provided by the TPM. The TPM
contains Platform Configuration Registers (PCRs), which
provide sealed storage for platform configuration measurements. These measurements are normally hash values of entities (e.g., programs, configuration data) on the platform. A
subset of PCRs, which are called static PCRs (number 0–
15), cannot be reset at runtime. Instead, they can only be
extended with new measurement values. (This means a new
measurement value is hashed together with the previous one
in the PCR, and the result is saved in the same PCR.) This
property in particular aims to prevent a compromised application from tampering with a previously saved measurement.
In ReDAS, the integrity evidence is extended into TPM
PCR 8, which is one of the static PCRs. During the system operations, if none of the dynamic system properties are
violated, both the integrity evidence and PCR 8 have their
default values. On the other hand, if an integrity violation
occurs, the integrity evidence is stored and the PCR is extended with the hash value of the evidence.
At the time of dynamic attestation, the attester sends both
the integrity evidence and the value of PCR 8 (protected by
the TPM signature) to the challenger. Thus, any malicious
modification of the integrity evidence will be visible to the
challenger.
At this point we would like to emphasize the importance
of being able to “seal” our evidence before an attacker has a
chance to corrupt it. Our integrity measurement component
can guarantee the integrity of the evidence provided that it
takes its actions before a system call is serviced.

2.6

: verify the TPM signature and the nonce
if the signature or nonce is invalid then exit
else validate the correctness of the integrity evidence using PCR 8

The ReDAS dynamic attestation protocol is straightforward, and similar to previous static attestation protocols. The
only difference is that the attestation response includes the
integrity evidence, which is the history of all integrity violation proofs stored in the attester. The challenger (A) starts the
protocol by generating a random nonce and including it with
the dynamic attestation request message. Upon receiving the
dynamic attestation request, the attestation service (B) generates a dynamic attestation response message, which includes
two parts. The first part is the current integrity evidence from
the integrity measurement component, including the list of
integrity violation proofs in the order of their occurrences.
(Note that this list is empty when there is no integrity violation on the attester.) The second part is the TPM signature of
the current PCR 8 value along with the nonce received from
the challenger. Once the challenger receives the dynamic attestation response message, it verifies the TPM’s signature
and the integrity evidence. While the nonce prevents replay
attacks, the TPM signature of the hash of the integrity evidence ensures that the integrity evidence cannot be forged.

2.7

Security Analysis

In the following, we explain how we build the chain of
trust from hardware up to the integrity evidence. We then
discuss possible adversary actions against ReDAS and how
we address such attacks.
2.7.1 Establishing Chain of Trust
Hardware and Kernel Integrity Measurement. Our trust
building process starts by measuring the hardware of the attesting host. We use the CRTM and trusted boot to measure the initial state of the hardware and the kernel of the
attester. This enables a remote challenger to verify if the
hardware of the attester is genuine and whether the kernel
is configured as expected and booted securely. As part of
the kernel, IMA (Integrity Measurement Architecture) [26]
is loaded and measured before any other kernel modules and
applications. We implement the integrity measurement component as a Loadable Kernel Module (LKM) and have it
loaded before any user applications. Thus, IMA will measure the integrity measurement component and attest to its
load time integrity.
Application Load-Time Integrity Measurement. Protection against illegal modification of LKM and application
binaries is done by using IMA [26]. IMA measures a pro-

ReDAS Dynamic Attestation Protocol

The ReDAS dynamic attestation protocol is a request/reply protocol, as shown in Figure 2.
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gram’s binary before it is loaded into memory for execution
and protects the integrity of the measurement result by extending its hash value into a PCR. As a result, any illegal
modification of a program’s binary will be visible due to
IMA.
Run-Time Protection of Integrity Measurement Component. The integrity measurement component can be
trusted as long as the kernel is not compromised. Since
the integrity measurement component intercepts system calls
and the kernel’s signals, it can capture malicious attacks that
try to interfere with the integrity measurement component
(e.g., try to remove the integrity measurement component).
When the integrity measurement component captures such
attacks, it can record the attack information in the integrity
evidence and extend its measurement to a PCR. Thus, such
attacks will be visible during dynamic attestation.
Integrity Evidence. Due to the protection of integrity
evidence using TPM, the adversary cannot forge the PCR
value without being detected. During dynamic attestation,
the integrity evidence is protected by the TPM signature and
the nonce. This prevents the adversary from altering the integrity evidence during transmission or reusing previous integrity evidence.

original machine without ReDAS. Fortunately, countermeasures for this attack have already been developed. Goldman
et al. [13] proposed to extend the PCR with a measurement
that represents the static property of the secure connection
endpoint (e.g., SSL public key). Using this new technique,
the remote challenger can guarantee that the TPM signature
was generated using the same machine at the endpoint of the
tunnel.
Runtime Memory Corruption. The adversary may try
to compromise an application by exploiting a vulnerability.
Even if successful, the adversary is limited in its ability to
affect the system. In order to avoid detection by ReDAS, the
adversary either has to refrain from making system calls, or
ensure that he/she does not modify dynamic objects examined by ReDAS. This limits the adversary’s ability to make
the exploit useful. The current implementation of ReDAS
cannot capture all memory corruption attacks due to the
limited dynamic system properties and measurement points.
However, this is due to the limited scope of the current effort,
rather than the dynamic attestation methodology.
Denial of Service (DoS) Attacks. The adversary may
try to launch DoS attacks by repeatedly sending attestation
requests. Such attacks are certainly not unique to ReDAS,
and there are existing solutions such as rate limiting (e.g.,
[7]) and client puzzles (e.g., [15]) to prevent or mitigate such
attacks.

2.7.2 Possible Attacks and Defense
Given our threat model and a careful study of previous security issues in remote attestation, we categorize the possible
threats and show how ReDAS is resilient to these attacks.
Modification. In a modification attack, the adversary
tries to disrupt the attestation process by modifying the objects on which the attestation depends. In ReDAS, these include the application binaries, the specification of dynamic
system properties to be verified at integrity measurement,
and the integrity evidence. ReDAS uses IMA to provide
load-time measurement of application binaries. The specification of dynamic system properties is also statically measured and verified before it is loaded into the integrity measurement component. The integrity evidence is protected
since its hash value is extended into a PCR. As a result, any
illegal modification of these objects will be visible to the remote challenger during dynamic attestation.
Emulation. In this attack, the adversary tries to emulate the attestation process or even emulate the entire host
using a Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM). However, these
techniques require changing both the hardware and software
configurations. By using trusted boot and IMA, the difference in configurations is made visible to the challenger, and
as a result, the attestation will fail.
Misdirection. During remote attestation, the remote challenger establishes a secure connection with the attester. In a
misdirection attack, the adversary tries to redirect the attestation request to another platform running ReDAS to pass the
attestation, and then provides the actual services from the
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Implementation

To assess the feasibility and effectiveness of our approach, we have implemented ReDAS on Linux kernel version 2.6.22. This section describes the implementation details of the main components in ReDAS.

3.1

Dynamic Property Collector

Each application monitored and attested for its integrity
first runs through the dynamic property collection phase,
which is done offline to gather the application’s dynamic
properties (currently structural constraints and data invariants). The dynamic property collector consists of modified
Daikon [10], Gcov [2] to ensure the quality of the training
phase and a collection of Ruby [4] scripts to gather information from the application binaries - mainly the structural
constraints.
As we pointed out earlier, Daikon produces data invariants at function entries and exits. It does this by first running the application under a dynamic binary rewriter (Valgrind [22]), and generating a data trace at indicated program
points. It then analyses the data traces to obtain the invariants. We modified the initial part so that Daikon produced
data traces at system call times instead of function entries
and exits. We use Gcov to ensure code coverage with our
training sets which improves the quality of our training and
hence, the resulting data invariants.
6

The structural information is gathered from the target applications (e.g., code segment range and stack frame sizes of
user-defined functions) by parsing the debugging information. This process is fully automated and requires no human
interaction. Finally all the information is compiled into a file
to be used as input for the integrity measurement component.

hash of the integrity evidence and then extending the PCR
with this new hash value. The initial hash of the integrity evidence is computed within the integrity measurement component. Afterwards, it extends PCR 8 by directly accessing the
TPM device driver, which is another loadable kernel module.

3.2

The attestation service is implemented as a user level network service daemon. As mentioned in Section 2.6, the response from the attestation service includes the TPM’s signature on the value of PCR 8 with the nonce received from
the challenger and the current integrity evidence. In order
to communicate with the TPM, the attestation service uses
TrouSerS [6], an open source TPM library. TrouSerS allows
the attestation service to read the current value of PCR 8 by
using the Tspi TPM PcrRead function. The attestation
service also uses the Tspi TPM Quote function to get the
TPM to sign the value of PCR 8 and the nonce value. The
attestation service gets the current integrity evidence from
the integrity measurement component through the proc file
created by the integrity measurement component.

3.3

Integrity Measurement Component

Measuring dynamic properties of an application starts
when the integrity measurement component intercepts an
execve system call and identifies the application being
loaded.
When the application invokes a system call, the integrity
measurement component blocks execution, locates the required dynamic objects (e.g., return addresses in the stack)
within the application’s memory space and examines their
integrity. If the application passes all integrity checks, the integrity measurement component continues with serving the
system call. If any checks fail, the related information, including the application’s name, the violated constraint (or
data invariant), and the current instruction are recorded into
the integrity evidence.
When verifying heap related dynamic properties, we take
advantage of the existing effort in the GNU C library. The library provides sanity checks for the heap management data,
which is the same dynamic object that ReDAS needs to
evaluate. If any sanity checks fail, the library invokes the
SIGABRT signal to the OS kernel. Our integrity measurement component captures these signals, identifies the involved application, and records the integrity violation proof
in the integrity evidence. By harnessing the library support,
we reduce the burden of keeping track of dynamic memory
allocations (deallocations) along with their integrity check.
The integrity measurement component is implemented as
a loadable kernel module using SystemTap [5]. SystemTap
is a free software simplifying the instrumentation of Linux
kernels. The integrity measurement component takes as input the dynamic system properties generated by the dynamic
property collector. Since direct file handling is not desirable
within the kernel due to security reasons, the integrity measurement component enlists the help of a user level program
called verification initializer. Communication between the
integrity measurement component and the verification initializer is done using a proc file generated by the integrity
measurement component. The verification initializer is a
user level program that reads the dynamic system properties and sends them to the integrity measurement component
through the proc file. Naturally, the input file needs to be
authenticated (e.g., with Merkel hash tree or signature) before being used. Note that access to the proc file is governed
by the integrity measurement component which supersedes
the regular file access management.
As discussed in Section 2.5, ReDAS extends the integrity
evidence into TPM’s PCR 8. This is done by calculating the
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Attestation Service

Experimental Evaluation

We perform a series of experiments to evaluate both the
effectiveness and efficiency of ReDAS. Our objective is to
evaluate whether our choice of integrity measurement is a
sound tradeoff between improved trust and performance.

4.1

Experimental Setup

All experiments are performed on a host running Ubuntu
7.1 with dual 1.86 GHz Intel Core 2 CPU, 3 GB of RAM, and
a 10,000 RPM SATA hard drive. The host is equipped with
a TPM that complies with TCG TPM specification v1.2 [3].
The kernel is configured to work with IMA [26]. All test
applications are compiled using GCC version 4.1.3.
We choose nine real-world applications for our evaluation
experiments. They are publicly available on the Internet, and
are known to have different types of vulnerabilities. Table 1
lists the test applications and their known vulnerabilities.
Table 1. Test applications
Name
Description
Known Vulnerability
ghttpd 1.4
a web server
S(CVE-2002-1904)
prozilla 1.3.6
a web download accelerator
S(CVE-2004-1120)
sumus 0.2.2
a ’mus’ game server
S(CVE-2005-1110)
newspost 2.1.1
a Usenet news poster
S(CVE-2005-0101)
wsmp3d 0.0.8
a web server with audio broadcasting
H(CVE-2003-0339)
xtelnetd 0.17
a telnet daemon
H(CA-2001-21)
nullhttpd 0.5.0
a web server
H(CVE-2002-1496)
powerd 2.0.2
a UPS monitoring daemon
F(CVE-2006-0681)
openvmps 1.3
a VLAN management server
F(CVE-2005-4714)
S: Stack Overflow, H: Heap Overflow, F: Format String

Table 2 shows some statistics about the data invariants in
the test applications. The data invariants column shows the
total number of data invariants collected from each application. It also shows minimum, maximum, and average numbers of data invariants to examine at each measurement point
(system call). We do not provide any numbers for structural
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constraints, as the number of checks performed during runtime cannot be determined statically. Moreover, some of
these structural constraints do not require input for verification. For example, the saved frame pointers in an application’s stack must be linked together to satisfy the saved frame
pointer constraint. These values are determined during runtime by walking the user stack.
Table 2. Data invariants of test applications
Application
Name
ghttpd 1.4
prozilla 1.3.6
sumus 0.2.2
newspost 2.1.1
wsmp3d 0.0.8
xtelnetd 0.17
nullhttpd 0.5.0
powerd 2.0.2
openvmps 1.3
Average

Total
34
19
249
294
331
237
481
110
34
199

Table 3 summarizes our evaluation result. It shows the
application name, violated dynamic property, and measurement point where ReDAS captures the integrity violation. In
all cases, ReDAS captures the integrity violations caused by
the attacks. For example, ReDAS reports that ghttpd violates the return address constraint at sys read system call.
Table 3. Effectiveness evaluation result
Name
ghttpd 1.4
prozilla 1.3.6
sumus 0.2.2
newspost 2.1.1
wsmp3d 0.0.8
xtelnetd 0.17
nullhttpd 0.5.0
powerd 2.0.2
powerd 2.0.2*
openvmps 1.3

Data Invariants
Min
Max
Average
2
3
2
1
3
2
24
40
31
22
23
22
10
45
30
50
135
79
23
33
26
4
8
5
2
10
2
15
33
22

Measurement Point
3 (sys read)
3 (sys read)
4 (sys write)
3 (sys read)
malloc
malloc
free
4 (sys write)
4 (sys write)
102 (sys socketcall)

Overall, our effectiveness evaluation shows a promising
result in that our methods of determining dynamic properties
are sound, produce no false positives, and are adequate in
capturing runtime integrity violations effectively.

* Min/Max/Average # of data invariants at measurement points

4.2

Dynamic Property Violation
Return address constraint
Return address constraint
Return address constraint
Caller-callee constraint
Boundary tag constraint
Boundary tag constraint
Boundary tag constraint
Return address constraint
Equality invariant
Return address constraint

Effectiveness

4.3

We evaluate the effectiveness of ReDAS in two ways.
First, we test ReDAS to see if it triggers any false alarms
when the attester is running normally (i.e., under no attacks).
Second, we evaluate ReDAS to understand how well it captures integrity violations when the attester is under attack.
To test if ReDAS triggers any false alarms, we first generate test cases for each application. In order to develop
the test cases, we take a similar approach to what we used
in Daikon’s training phase. We try to ensure that the test
cases do not overlap with the training data. This was not
possible with two applications (powerd and openvmps))
which have very limited usages. For example, powerd only
accepts 4 different messages (OK, CANCEL, FAIL, and
SHUTDOWN). After obtaining the test cases, we run the tests
and check if ReDAS generates any false integrity violation
proofs. Our results show that none were generated for any of
the applications tested.
To evaluate how well ReDAS captures integrity violations
caused by runtime attacks, we use the attack programs that
exploit the vulnerabilities of the test applications. We obtain
most of the attack programs from publicly known web sites
(e.g., www.milw0rm.com). One shortcoming of this list is
that none of the exploits target global data. Although such
vulnerable applications exist (e.g., [27, 28]), we do not have
access to their source code and can’t include them in our
test. To compensate for this, we modify an attack program
that exploits a format string vulnerability in powerd so that
the new exploit overwrites the global variable outtime in
powerd. We use powerd 2.0.2* to indicate this new test
case. In each experiment, we first launch the application,
then use the attack program to generate the malicious input,
and send it to the application. Finally, we check the integrity
evidence to see if ReDAS captures the integrity violations
caused by the attacks.

Efficiency

To measure the performance overhead, we run the test
applications with and without ReDAS, and compare their
throughput. The throughput is measured according to the
type of application. For server applications (e.g., ghttpd),
we use the Apache benchmark [1] to emulate multiple clients
(1–20) sending different types of requests to the application.
The apache benchmark then outputs the average throughput
(# of requests/sec) of the application. For client applications
(e.g., prozilla), we compute the average speed of executing the application. For example, in prozilla, we check
the average speed of downloading various types of files from
multiple local web sites. In each experiment, we iterate the
test 20 times and compute the average throughput of the application. Note that some test applications are not suitable for
measuring their performance by using their throughput. For
xtelnetd, powerd, and openvmps, we could not obtain
any performance benchmark program to measure their performance. It is also not appropriate to measure their throughput using average speed of execution since they are daemon
programs that run continuously. For newspost, throughput
depends on the responding party (e.g., Usenet server) rather
than its own execution. Thus, we exclude these applications
in the experiments.
Figure 3 illustrates the performance result. The X-axis
lists the names of the applications and the Y-axis shows
the additional overhead (%) of running the application with
ReDAS compared to running it without ReDAS. In each application, three bars show the overhead of verifying structural constraints only, data invariants only, and both. For example, prozilla shows a 2.05% overhead when verifying
both its structural constraints and data invariants.
The performance is affected by the frequency of system
calls, average number of data invariants per system call, and
8
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SWATT [29], Pioneer [30], [32], [21]). However, all these
approaches focus on attestation or measurement of the static
parts of the attested systems and applications, but cannot address the dynamic parts, which are equally important for system integrity. BIND [33] and Flicker [20] both use a method
for fine-grained runtime code attestation by binding the integrity of the executed code with its input/output, which can
be considered one of the attested dynamic system properties.
However, our work is more general in addressing the need of
dynamic attestation.
There were also efforts [18, 24, 25] to measure the Linux
kernel runtime integrity. Copilot [24] uses a PCI card to directly measure the runtime kernel integrity without the operating system’s support. Loscocco et al. [18] developed
a kernel integrity monitoring program to verify kernel data
structures. Petroni and Hicks [25] proposed a technique to
monitor the runtime kernel’s control-flow integrity. Such efforts are complimentary to our work.
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Figure 3. ReDAS Performance Overhead
size of the data invariants to be checked. Despite all these
factors, our results show that our ReDAS implementation incurs on average 8% overhead for verifying both types of dynamic properties.

4.4

Limitations

ReDAS inherits the limitations of its integrity measurement component. In our particular case, these theoretical
limitations include false negatives (integrity violations that
go unnoticed) of three types. The first type is the result of
transient attacks that erase or fix their trace before the monitoring component has a chance to observe the integrity violation. The second type of false negatives is due to an incomplete set of dynamic objects. In this scenario, an attack
may not violate any of the dynamic properties that ReDAS
is monitoring. Finally, our use of Daikon’s data invariants
limits us to dynamic properties of simple programming constructs. This means that we cannot infer any useful dynamic
properties for complex structures (e.g., linked lists).
Despite these limitations, ReDAS has advanced the state
of the art of remote attestation. Static attestation cannot handle runtime attacks at all. As the first step of dynamic attestation, ReDAS can now partially address integrity violations
caused by runtime attacks. It is necessary to understand the
coverage of various dynamic system properties and explore
different measurement points to have “perfect” dynamic attestation. We will investigate these issues in the future.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced the notion of dynamic attestation to overcome limitations of previous static attestation
techniques. We present a novel dynamic attestation system
called ReDAS. ReDAS provides integrity evidence of running applications by monitoring them during runtime. In this
paper, we describe the security challenges related to building such a system and provide effective solutions. The experimental results obtained with real-world applications indicate that ReDAS is effective and practical in performing
application-level dynamic attestation.
Although ReDAS extends current remote attestation capability by enabling attestation to dynamic system properties,
it is not a complete solution yet. In our future work, we plan
to investigate other types of dynamic system properties and
different measurement points to improve the integrity measurement capability further. We will also investigate how we
can perform dynamic attestation of OS kernels.
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